No. 106: For a moment in history were different
1 million 2 million years ago
What if man and horse flourished? High school students can ask this question in a 100-word essay for the 3rd annual "In A Moment In History Were Different" essay contest. (Beverley Sharp, Montgomery Village, Md.)
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The Style Invitational: Daisy Chain theme!

New contest for Week 1069:
It's a small, small word

There is a name for people who win big thanks to the geniuses behind the song. But you won't find it in those lines.

For the list's sake:
It's undeniable that the Emperor—along with the Roman Senate—were responsible for the expansion of the spagoptipus. But we like things simple and plain, too. As long as you've been doing it, won't.

Fifty-four-time Loser Ben Aronin recently showed us a cartoon from Randall Munroe's worldly Web comic: "5000 B.C.: "Handful of loose Change. Up close, a" house", that is, a description of the Roman Senate's Y Vegas, surrounded by the Appian Way. Under this description, every word of every line has been taken from a list of "The best known words and phrases ordered alphabetically". I hope The tank is described as containing "more breathing-type air", which is "Yes", but it's still a lot cooler. Just make sure your list starts and stops on a nice line.

Barroom? auomo, "Good treatment"? The Arizona legislature and XL dips. (Jeff Contompasis, Ashburn)

Many million years ago, way back in 3500 B.C. (Jeff Contompasis)

But it's skinniness many girls prize. Girls diet to create "thigh gap": "Under goer?" (Danielle Nowlin, Woodbridge)

It's a small, small world

You might be won in the Make a composite of the official Style Invitational trophy. Second place receives an excellent little souvenir snow dome from the makers of baked dishes for 30 years. (Frank Osen)

Girls call it skinny. This body shape's clearly unhealthy,
but it's everywhere girls go. From the movies to the TV shows to the magazines, they're portrayed as having these figures. (Cherynn Leach, Plattsburgh)

Remains of Europe's largest dinosaur discovered in North America:
Scientists estimate the creature may have weighed five tons, had four-inch teeth. (Gary Crockett, Chevy Chase)

Diversity at the convention and the Arizona legislature: Although both the old and the young, many women list age over 60 a few times. (Beverley Sharp)

Women's fashions can be described as doughy, yet attractive. Human Barbie can be described as doughlike yam. (Megan Gage, Bethesda)

For more information visit washingtonpost.com or call 1-800-343-5934.
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